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3.
None

Minutes of the Twelfth Annual General Meeting held at the National Museum
of Wales, Cardiff on 17th November 1998 at 1:30pm.

Fifty-eight NFBR members were present.

1. Apologies for absence
Marie Moreau and Damian McFerran

2. Minutes of the 11th Annual General Meeting of 1Sth November 1997
Accepted without alteration as a true and accurate record, except for an amendment to ltem_9(a)
para 3, first sentence, which should read: 'James Williams indicated that he was the only BRISC
committee member present and had been co-opted by BRISC to represent them at the AGM. The
ALRC proposal had been discussed by BRISC and there were a variety of views.'

Matters arising frcm those minutes

4. Chairman's Report for 1997 - 1998
Attached
Proposed: Bill Ely Seconded: Bill Butcher

5. Treasurer's Report for 1998
Attached
Trevor James formally thanked Marie Moreau for all her hard work and dedication as NFBR
Treasurer.

6. Membership Report for 1998
Membership currently stands at around 170, with another 20 renewals for 1998 still hoped for - a
reminder sent out in the September newsletter isflushing out a few late payers. Members of NFBR
now include most LRCs, many Wildlife Trusts and some National Schemes & Societies. There is
still.the need for a personalised, targeted membership drive, but this is likely to be time consuming.
The subscription rate will remain at 86/year for the time being, representing excellent value for
money -resulting in two newsletters a year, a discounted conference fee and a voice where it
needs to be heard.

7. Election of Honorary Officers and Council
T James reminded members that the position of Treasurer was still vacant following the
resignation of M. Moreau as Honorary Officer flreasurer).
J Stafford pointed out an enor in the list of 'Honorary Officers and Members of Council willing to be
re-elected' in that he did not wish to be co-opted onto Council now that he has served a full term.
He did, however, point out that someone should be on Council to represent the views of the local
natural history societies. T James thanked J Stafford formally for the time and commitment he had
given as a Member of Council and seconded his views that individual naturalists should be
represented on Council

Three new nominations for Council had been received: Gillie Sargent, Dr Roger Key and Pamela
T o m p s e t t . T J a m e s , N C o u r t , W E l y , M M o r e a u , P H a r d i n g , C C o p p , D r S B a l l , B B u t c h e r , A M
Smout, D McFerran and S McWilliam were all willing to stand for re-election to Council. Patrick
Cloughley to replace S Hawkswell as co-opted member representing the WiHlife Trusts on
Council. Since the number of those willing to stand for election and re-election did not exceed the
number of vacancies they were elected en-bloc.
Proposed: John Neubold Seconded: JamesWilliams Accepted nem. com

8. Election of Honorary Auditor
T James proposed that Mrs Shirley Bell should continue as Honorary Auditor.
Proposed: Bill Ely Seconded: Nick Moyse.

9. Any other Business
Stuart Ball suggested that members should be encouraged to pay by standing order - aimed at
those who forget to renew each year. This would be something for the new Treasurer to
investigate. Although standing orders are easy lo set up, it is difficult to raise subscription levels in
the future.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 2.05pm.
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It almost goes without saying that most of the
year's activity has focused around the
National Biodiversity Network (NBN), and
NFBR's ongoing representation of the
biological recording fraternity at various
levels. We remain represented on the NBN's
Executive Group through myself, and are still
nominally representative of the Association
of Local Government Ecologists, Biological
Recording in Scotland and the Biology
Curators Group. However, owing to the
difficulties of inter-communication of all
material with these bodies, the NBN has
been keeping them informed of activities
direct. Few representations of their views
have been received for forwarding to the
NBN Executive.

The year has focused around the NBN's
submission of a complex bid for almost
e4.6M to the Heritage Lottery Fund, which
was finally submitted in August. This bid is
aimed at developing a broad range of
interlinked Projects as a "Demonstration"

phase of lhe full NBN. lt is, therefore, only a
step towards the intended goals of the NBN.
The most high profile Projects within the bid
are the Local Recorders Centre Project,
being led in the NBN by the Wildlife Trusts,
and the Recorder 2000 Proied, being led by
JNCC. Members of NFBR Council are
heavily involved in the running of both these
Projects. The LRC Project is being overseen
by the Local Advisory Group to the NBN, and
NFBR has been represented during the year
on this by Steve McWilliam until recently,
since when Bill Butcher of Somerset ERC
has taken on this role. The bid also covers
other key aspects, notably the setting up of
data standards, the setting up of a taxonomic
dictionary and identification standards, and
establishing the protocols etc. necessary to
allow the linking of both existing major
national data sets (such as RSPB's "Griffin"

database, and those held by institutions such
as the Freshwater Biological Association)
and the data holdings of national recording
schemes and societies. The outcome of the
bid will not finally be known until the New
Year, following detailed examination by the
HLF Trustees, which includes further rounds
of meetings and discussions with their
representatives.

An important event was the holding of a well-
attended seminar on 19th March concerning
'Working through Local Records Centres',
held under the auspices of the NFBR at the

Chairman's Report for 1997/98
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Linnean Society. This was aimed at trying to
involve the vast vadety of bodies involved in
local biological recording in the thinking
behind the NBN bid. lt was very encouraging
to find broad support, if some concern that
the NBN would be slow to bring benefits. The
message was clearly taken away thal some
relatively quick "successes' were necessary
for the NBN to make a proper impact. In the
meantime, the message was also that many
existing LRC's were suffedng from lack of
support locally.

The LRC Project has gone forward since
then by the development of its second
tranche of "pilot" LRC'S, this time involving a
number of existing LRC's in developing
recommended procedures etc. Most (but not
all) of these LRC's are already NFBR
members. A first round of meetings to plan
the work is in hand.

The Recorder 2000 Prqect sutfered some
delay during the summer, when it was
discovered that Government rules meant that
more rigorous analysis of cost-benefits was
needed. Concern at the delay was
expressed by a number of organisations,
including NFBR. Since lhen, relatively
speedy decisions have been taken to
proceed. Work is now underway.

The NFBR has also, as a corollary to the
Recorder 2000 Proiecl, been involved in
discussions with JNCC regarding the
necessary validation standards which will be
required forthe NBN to function properly and
be seen as reliable. Not least amongst the
issues involved has been the need to
balance the demands for scientific credibility
against the needs, aspirations and
capabilities of the' mass of volunteer
recorders who form the worKorce for most
recording activities. The NFBR has sought to
ensure that whatever system is put in place
fully takes their interests on board.

The NBN is ultimately all about effectMe
linkages between a broad array of
organisations and people. The need for all
these organisations to tailor their own
activities to allow them to link together is
central to the work. Communications are
therefore also central, and so the NFBR has
been involved in the first stages of
developing NBN's Communications Strategy.
However, at the moment we lack someone
with the necessary time and skills to take this
representation forward - any otfers?



Apart from the NBN, the work of the NFBR
has included the continued production of its
own Newsletter. Damian McFerran of Ulster
Museum has valiantly taken on the major
part of this taskfrom Phil Collins, and his first
production has been much applauded.
Papers from last year's annual conference at
Liverpool are also about to be published.

Representation on NFBR Council from
BRISC and CEDaR (Northern lreland) has
been maintained. BRISC has successfully
overcome its financial and administrative
crisis, and has reported on several new
initiatives aimed at developing recording in
Scotland.

Last year, I flagged up that the NFBR might
need to re-examine its role and function in
the light of the NBN. Further moves along
this road have not so far been necessary,
awaiting the outcome of the NBN bid. lf the
bid looks like being successful, even in part,
there will need to be moves towards setting
up the NBN Trust. NFBR's role in this will
need to be examined. However, it seems

NFBR has experienced another financially
stabfe year. Subscriptions income has
dropped from e1,200 per annum from the
previous two years to about f700 this year
although undoubtedly some belated
subscriptions will arrive in the latter part of
the year. Conference income is not yet in the
account. However, conference income and
expenditure are usually fairly well balanced.
Bank interest payments account for about
8130 of income and remain payable without
tax deducted. No charges are levied by the
bank for running the account. The cash
assets remain carefully balanced between a
current account and a high interest account.

Expenditure on administration, stationery,
Council meetings and travel remains fairly
low at about e250 so far for the year.
Newsletter cosls have been around $450 for
two editions. This is an increase of about
20o/" over the previous two years but is
explained by the increased number of pages.

Treasurer's Report for 1998 as of 31.10.98

very likely that a strong "practitioners

organisation" will very much be needed to
focus discussion between all involved. The
strengh and influence of this organisation is
crucially dependent on its members taking
an active role. For this reason, I would
strongly urge all those who are interested in
biological recording to ensure they take an
active part, and to be prepared to help.
There are currently several jobs needing to
be done, not least the job of Treasurer, as
Marie Moreau has finally decided she must
concentrate on family after serving on NFBR
Council for many years. Further
representation from the LRC and voluntary
natural history society sectors is also being
actively solicited. Meanwhile, I would like to
offer my sincere thanks to allthose who have
given of their time and energies ihis year to
ensure NFBR continues to have a voice. We
are getting nearer to achievement of what
NFBR was set up to do. Let us hope that
1999 will see us continue successfully down
that path.

Trevor J. James

Thus income and expenditure remain well
balanced. The assets currenlly stand at
e4,300. NFBR is able to maintain the low
subscription of E6 for another year.

The accounts for 1996 and 1997 (Appendix
1) have been audited and signed to be
accurate and correct records by the auditor,
Ms Bell. The accounts for 1998 will be sent
to her at the close of the calendar year. Once
again our thanks must go to Ms Bell who
audits for NFBR without payment.

This is my last year as Treasurer for NFBR
and indeed my last year as an Honorary
Officer of Council after ten years' service. I
shall however remain in touch with NFBR
and committed to the puryose of enhancing
the quality of biological recording in order to
provide a sound basis for ecological
decisions.

Marie Moreau

The progress of biological recording activity
in the UK often seems to occur despite any
organised programme of action rather than
because of it! This could well be said to be
the case during 1998. The NFBR, as with

Notes from the Chair
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many organisations in the field, has been
very much tied into the projects behind the
National Biodiversity Network (NBN)
proposals. Central to the activity has been
the co-ordinated bid to the Heritage Lottery



Fund (HLF) for financial support to allow
progress with the "Demonstration" phase of
the NBN. The bid was developed following
agreement in the early part of the year
between the main consortium partners that
the failure to get Millennium funds should not
mean the concept of the NBN was dead.
Much of the rest of the year has been spent
developing the detailed proiects which had
already been broadly conceived, and
producing a business plan to support the
application. Much discussion with the
Heritage Lottery Fund was carried out. The
bid was finally submitted in the autumn.
Recently, however, following further
deliberation, and having received advice
from various quailers, the bid was withdrawn
at the beginning of this year. This was not
only because of its size relatMe to the total
revenue budget of the HLF for any one year,
but also because it was perceived not to be
aimed at the right beneficiades - the
voluntary sector naturalists and public users
- which are the HLF's main interest. ln other
words, in their view, it was too much to do
with the mechanics of biological recording,
and too little to do with the people who might
benefit.

Most of this is to do with perceptions.
Nevertheless, it does mean that there is still
a lot of work to do, re-examining the overall
Project, re-defining its aims and obiectives,
and ensuring that the system is seen to be
about delivedng the goods.

lronically, despite the frustration this brings,
the NBN is steadily developing anyway. In
many ways, it could almost be said to be
inevitable. The needs nationally, as well as
locally, for detailed data for biodiversity
action plans, not to mention a whole range of
other demands, means that government at
all levels now needs biological data.
Developing a meanin$ul way of bringing the
vast body of existing data together therefore
becomes increasingly essential. Not for
nothing, then, is the JNCC re-directing large
sums towards the infrastructure behind the
NBN. The re-write of Recorder 2000 is
underway. Work on developing metadata
indices is in hand. The Natural History
Museum is re-directing several of its staff to
develop the taxonomic indices which are
essenlial for the system to work. The Natural
Environment Research Council has at last
recognised the importance of the Monks
Wood BRC database and its need to bdng
this 'bn line" under the NBN, and has
expanded its budget. All these projects are

centralto getting the system behind the NBN
into place, and being able to deliver a
tangible product.

Meanwhile, the 'Tront line" activities to do
with biological recording have also continued
to develop despite the HLF. In particular, the
Wildlife Trusts have been leading on
developing the capability of Local Records
Centres. Earlier last year, three initial pilots
were identified to work up the system of
setting up new centres. Later in the year, six
more pilots, existing centres of various kinds,
were also brought into the process, designed
to flesh out the detail of best practice, and to
test procedures. The slandards needed for
these centres ultimately to get "on line" within
the NBN are central to this process. All this
activity is continuing, but at a slower pace,
and with fewer potential participants, than
would have been the case with HLF funding.

All this probably leaves the average
naturalist totally cold! Certainly, so far, very
few of the national biological societies and
recording schemes have been able to see
how they are going to fit in. Monks Wood is
going to be leading in this area, developing
ways in which such bodies can adapt their
systems to be able to link into the NBN.
Again, perceptions matter. lt could mean
quite major changes of approach in some
cases. For this to be acceptable to the
(usually amateur) specialists involved, the
whole thing has got to be seen to be
worthwhile.

Meanwhile, the potential end user has no
inkling of what may be ultimately available.
Some far-sighted bodies, notably the RSPB,
as a NBN consortium partner, can see how
the NBN will provide a vehicle for public
oulreach, and is leading on this in the NBN
Project. For many sponsoring bodies of local
records centres, though, the potential
benefits are rather a long way down the line,
so that investment in them now is still seen
as a relatively low priod$ in many areas.
However, even here, with local BAPs
providing incentMes, more resources are
appearing, even if these are so often for
shoil-term products, rather than developing
the system.

The next few months are probably quite
crucial to getting biological recording, at last,
on a firmer footing. Recorder 2000, if
successful, will give an enormous boost not
only for the amateur recording network, but
also for the development of the NBN's data
management capability as a whole.
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Development of the BRC database, and
making it available through the NBN, will
demonstrate quite clearly just how much
data can be accessed, and how it can be
used. Success with the Local Records
Centre Project will demonstrate to other
potential sponsors just what they can get out
of such centres.

To keep all this on track requires the
continued commitment of all those
organisations and individuals who have
recognised that biological recording is not
just about amateur naturalists enioying

themselves, but about bringing their
knowledge to where it can be of real use.
With the current state of the natural
environment in this country, it will be none
too soon for the aspirations of the NFBR to
become reality.

Success in persuading the HLF that all this
really is in the public interest will enable it to
come into being more etfectively. Watch this
space.

Trevor James

Britain has a tremendous heritage of
biodiversity information. The report of the
Co-ordinating Commission for Biological
Recording documented 65 million
observations of species and biotope or land
cover observations for 3 million land parcels,
but these were scattered over nearly 2,000
datasets held by 355 organisations and
individuals who completed questionnaires.
The survey found that less than 10% of this
resource was used for purposes other than
that for which it was originally collected. This
was due to the many barriers to sharing and
wider use of information, including technical
problems (incompatible structures and
formats between datasets), organisational
constraints (lack of agreement over terms
and conditions for use) and legal issues
(ownership and copyright).

The National Biodiversity Network (NBN) is
an initiative which is attempting lo address
these issues and make biodiversity
information available and accessible to better
inform environmental decision making,
education and enjoyment. One of its goals is
to establish a network of data management
centres linked via the Internet. lnformation
held by the data management centres will be
made available through the NBN Internet
site, which will act as a single point of
contact from which searches for, and access
to, biodiversity information can start.

Two main types of information management
centre are envisaged:
. Local Record Centres - which will

manage data on behalf of a consortium
of locally based organisations (local
NGOs such as Wildlife Trusts, regional
offices of statutory nature conservation
agencies, environment agencies, etc.,
local authorities and locally based
natural history clubs and societies)

Progress with flecorder 2000
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. National Custodians -which will manage
data on behalf of national organisations
(national NGOs such as BTO, RSPB,
BSBI, etc.; national bodies such as lTE,
rFE).

ln a fully functioning system, something like
60-70 LRCs and 10-30 National Custodians
would be anticipated. Clearly a network of up
to 100 distributed data management centres
cannot work without some standards being in
place, and will also require an infrastructure
of software and hardware.

As part of its contribution to the NBN, JNCC
has funded two projects concerned with data
standards, and elements of the software
required to establish such a system. These
projects are currently led by Stuart Ball.

NBN data standards
Standards in three areas have been
considered:

. Biological recording

. Technical

. Organisational

Biological recording
The contents of biological records, in
particular, the terms that are used for
attdbutes like species, biotopes, collecting
methods, etc.:
. A species dictionary has been buitt,

using the new data model, based on that
in the current version of Recorder, bul
with legislative, RDB and national scarce
statuses checked and updated. This has
now been handed over to the NBN
project led by the Natural History
Museum, which will manage and update
it in the future.

. A biotopes dictionary has been built,
using the new data model, based on that
in the current version of Recorder, bul



checked and updated. This will be
managed by JNCC and additionalcoding
systems will be added as they become
available.

Other term lists are based on those in the
current version of Recorder.

Technical standards
These are concerned with the syntax and
structure of records. The most important
standard is the NBN data model, currently at
version 6.2. This has been developed by
Charles Copp as a result of an extensive
requirement analysis, commissioned by
JNCC, which examined the models for many
systems in use in the biological recording
community.

Another important area is the standard for
exchange of data between different
packages. Again, Charles Copp has worked
on this under contract to JNCC, and a format
has been devised. This uses XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) to produce a
straightforward ASCII text file in which fields
are tagged to indicate their contents.

Other technical standards deal with spatial
references, dates, formats for literature
citations, people's names and addresses,
etc. Existing international (lSO) standards
will be used wherever possible.

Organisational standards
A network of distributed database
management centres must have a catalogue
of the datasets they manage, if users are to
be able to find relevanl information. JNCC
commissioned George Boobyer to
investigate existing environmental
catalogues in Britain and around the World.
This has resulted in a prototype system
which incorporates example data from 6
existing British environmental catalogues in a
structure which is compatible with the
European Environmenl Agency's Catalogue
of Data Sources. Development and
population of the NBN catalogue is an
essential step in establishing the network.

Another important aspect of sharing data, is
that their quality must be documented so that
potential users can judge whether they are fit
for their particular purpose. ldeas about how
verification processes can be tracked and
recorded have been discussed via NFBR
and several National Recording Schemes,
and a lMely debate is in progress!

In order to use other people's data, it is also
important to know about the terms and

conditions under which data can be used,
issues of sensitivity and confidentiality,
ownership and charging policy. JNCC is also
working towards defining and documenting
these aspects, which will form part of the
information in the data catalogue.

NBN collecUcollate software
JNCC is developing software which will
provide some of the basic infrastructure for
the National Biodiversity Network. lt will
suppofi the primary collection of biodiversity
information and its subsequent management.
The objectives for the new software are:
. To produce a computer application which

will allow naturalists to enter their
observations to the minimum standards
needed by the NBN and to exchange
them with each other, local records
centres and survey or monitodng
schemes.

. To produce a computer application which
will allow record centres and recording
schemes to collate and manage site,
species and habitat data sets and apply
NBN standards to verify and catalogue
them.

. To produce software tools and
instructions that will allow any competent
person or organisation to add new
modules to the application which
implement the data entry and reporting
needs of specific survey and sampling
methods which are not already covered.

This project started out as a Windows based
repfacemenl tor Recorder but, because of
the emergence of the NBN, has increased
considerably in scope. The new areas to be
covered are:
. Marine recording, as well as terrestrial

and freshwater
. Biotope recording (such as Phase I and

Phase ll habitat surveys)
. Incorporation of meta-data to document

datasets.

Recorder rcdevelopment
Recorder is a software package marketed by
JNCC, which facilitates the management of
terrestrial and freshwater species
observations. lt has been developed since
the late 1980s, and is a DOS based software
written using a database management
package called "Advanced Revelation".
There are currently just under 700 registered
users.

A review of the system in 1995 concluded
that it was in danger of becoming obsolete.

8
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Advanced Revelation is no longer being
developed by its authors, Revelation
Technologies, and expertise to maintain and
develop it is becoming hard to find. Users
want Windows based software that is better
customised to their particular recording
activities.

JNCC decided to redevelop the package
using modern, Windows based tools, but
about the time work stailed at the end of
1996, the concept of the NBN surfaced. lt
quickly became clear that Recorder was
central to the proposals. This led to an
increase in scope for the development, and a
review of the project was necessary. This
was carried out in the summer of 1997. The
wider project was agreed by JNCC in
autumn of that year, and also endorsed by
the NBN executive. However, estimates of
the probable cost of building the sofiware
passed the threshold of 200,000 ECU,
making it necessary to tender Europe-wide
under the terms of the EU Services Directive.

The procurement was launched in December
1997, and a supplier to build the software
was eventually selected in July 1998 (Dorset
Software based in Poole). The estimated full
economic cost of the project (i.e. including
staff time and contracts for design work, etc.
as well as the contract to build the software)
exceeded the delegated limits of the
statutory conservation agencies. Therefore,
a case was made to the Department of
Environment, Transport and the Regions in
September 1998 for authorisation to
proceed. Authorisation was given at the end
of October, and work will start early in
December.

The new software
Recorder 2000 will be modular software.
Users will be able to choose to install and
uninstall modules, so that they only install
the parts they need for their particular
purposes. ln addilion, it will be possible to
develop new modules in future to extend the
functionality of the system, for example, to
incorporate novel suruey methods or new
ways of analysing the data. The necessary
documentation and tools needed to build
new modules will be freely available, so

third-party developers will be able to build
extension modules. The modules we
propose to build immediately are:
. Collect module. This will allow

individual naturalists to manage their
own species observations on their own
computer. Data will be stored in a form
that can readily be submitted to the NBN.

. Collate module. This will allow blocks of
records to be moved between copies,
track these movements, track verification
activities and their results, and allow
datasets to be documented in a format
compatible with the NBN catalogue.

. Sites & biotopes module. This will
manage biotope survey data and
information about designated sites.

User involvement in design and testing
The contractor intends to use a Rapid
Application Development technique which
involves interactive design and testing
between the programmers and users. Since
this will be done in steps with quite short time
scales and tight deadlines, it is absolutely
essential that we can be sure testing will be
carried out rigorously and will provide
feedback to the developers by the agreed
deadlines. We are therefore paying for co-
ordinators in two local record centres, who
will recruit a small band of staff and local
volunteers who will be signed up to carry out
testing and ensure it is done in time.

However, we are very aware that a large
number of people have considerable interest
in the software and would like to have their
say. We would also like to see the products
tested with as wide a range of laxonomic

groups and recording methods as possible.
We will therefore make prototypes and beta-
test versions available on the NBN web site.
Anyone who would like to download, install
and test these products will be able to do so,
and make responses in the same way as the
'Tormal testers". Providing users respond by
the advefiised deadline, their views will carry
the same weight as'Tormal testers".

The web-site will shortly have a facility to
allow users lo register their interest in
Recorder 2000 design and testing. This will

I
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Buildinq contract starts 2"- week December 1998
Design phase - prototvpes for testinq and comment Jan - Feb 1999
Beta-testing - testing the functionality and finding
buos

mid May - early July 1999

Delivery of finished software Seot 1999



invoMe filling in an on-line form with name
and email address. These details will be
added to a mailing list. When a prototype or
beta-release in available, everybody on the
e-mailing list will be informed. They will then
need to download the software from the NBN
web site and install it. Feedbackforms will be
part of the download, and the deadline for
responses willbe clearly stated.

Computer requirements for R*otder
2000
. The new software will run under

Windows 32-bit operating systems only
(i.e. Windows 95, 98 or NT).

. This requires a 486 or Pentium (or
equivalent) based machine with 12mb of
RAM (Windows 95) or 24mb RAM
(Windows NT).

The NFBR has remained at the heart of the
National Biodiversity Network (NBN)
initiative, in its roles on various committees,
as well as through individual organisational
members taking forward lheir own
involvement.

Progress towards establishing the NBN itself
has been a matter of slow progress rather
than rapid breakthrough. Much of the energy
spent during the year has been directed
towards developing the Business Plan
behind the bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF), which was submitted last autumn.
Individual projects within the NBN have been
fleshed out, some being taken forward
substantially even without HLF funding.

The main news at the turn of the year has
been that, following detailed consideration by
the HLF and further discussions within the
NBN Executive, it was decided to withdraw
the original application and to re-submit a
slimmed down one, focusing more clearly on
the areas in which the HLF is especially
interested. These are the potential benefits
of the NBN to both users and the voluntary
sector suppliers of information and data.

Meanwhile the principal projects behind the
NBN arc beginning to take off. ln the
terminology of the NBN Business Plan, we
are well into the "Demonstration" phase of
the Project. The Local Records Centre
Project, headed by Sara Hawkswell of the
Wildlife Trusts, has set in place the work
programme and support staff for its first three
developing records centres. Discussions are

National Biodiversity Network News

. Software will be distributed on CD-ROM
and may require a CD-ROM ddve to run
as well as for installation (to avoid
installing the species dictionary which is
expected to be very large).

. An Internet connection will not be
required, bul is likely to be useful. lt is
intended to make updates available, and
to allow the submission of records, via
the NBN web-site.

Contact details:
Dr S.G.Ball, JNCC, City Road, Monkstone
House, Peterborough, PE1 lJY
Email: ball s@incc.gov.uk. NBN web site:
www.nbn.org.uk

now under way with the "second tranche'of
existing centres to set in motion their work.
This will include documenting existing best
practice, as well as testing out systems
elsewhere. A few records centres are
involved in specifically testing out the new
prototype software being developed under
the CollecUOollate Software Project, led by
JNCC, who are also behind work on
developing data standards, as well as the
meta-database which will act as an index to
the NBN's data sources.

Further work is going on through the Natural
History Museum to develop lhe taxonomic
dictionary necessary for the NBN to work, as
well as to develop the criteria and system for
data validation. Work towards bringing
national data sets on board has started, with
a considerable expansion of activity
forthcoming at the Biological Records
Centre, Monks Wood. Similar development is
in hand with the lnstitute of Freshwater
Ecology database and the Marine Biological
Association database. More work is needed
to get to grips with the more diffuse problems
of bringing various national societies into the
syslem, although the RSPB, of course, is
already heavily committed because its Griffin
database is also seen as a potential
contributor. lt is also leading on some
aspects of the public interface of the NBN,
through the "Developing public and customer
services' project.

The need for all this activity to be co-
ordinated, with or without the HLF bid, has
become acute. In response to this, a new
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post of Programme Director has been
established, to which Dr Jim Munford has
been seconded by Scottish Natural Hedtage.
At the same time, the Executive Group has
been re-examining the need to establish an
organisation to independently embody the
objectives of the NBN. The current
proposals, still under discussion, are for a
"NBN Trust", probably established as a
company limited by guarantee. Sir John
Burnett, Chairman of the now-dormant Co-
ordinating Commission for Biological
Recording, and heavily involved in the
production of its seminal report, has been
nominated as Shadow Chairman of whatever
body is finally put in place.

The next stages are to re-configure the bid to
the HLF and submit a new application.
Existing projects will continue to progress,
but there are significant elements which are
being held up because the existing,
considerable, resources are still not enough
to bring it all together to the point where real,
tangible benefits start to become apparent to
all the potential users and participants. Key
to this has got to be the demonstration of an
effective database system accessible
through multiple access points, and flexible
enough to accommodate the needs of a
broad range of users.

Watch this space!

Trevor James

ARKive will be a new, specialist reference
library of natural history films, videos,
photographs and sound recordings
accessible to everyone via the Internet.

As extinction rates rise, these images and
recordings may soon be all we have left of
many species. However these records are
scattered throughout the country in a variety
of commercial, specialist and private
collections. There is no centrally held
catalogue or database about them, no
means of safeguarding them, and much is
inaccessible and unavailable to the general
public. And so ARKive will be a permanent,
centralised digital storehouse of natural
history images and sounds, preserued and
maintained for future generations.

ARKive is being created by the Wildscreen
Trust (organisers of the international
Wildscreen Festival). lts headquarters will
be in Wildscreen at Bristol, a new multi-
media natural history visitor attrac{ion
opening in the Year 2000 - paft of Bristol's
Millennium Landmark development.

The next stage of ARKive's development will
be to compile the "British Chapte/' - a
comprehensive audio-visual record of this
country's biodiversity, pdoritising the plants,
animals and habitats listed in the UK
Biodiversity Steering Group Report. Our
priority will then be all endangered species,
worldwide.

Research has shown that ARKive will
provide a much needed national resource,
and will be used by the general public,

All Aboard !
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school children of all ages, and scientific and
media researchers. The Wildscreen Trust
attaches particular significance to the
educational importance of ARKive. A three
year research project on ARKive's
application in schools has been undertaken
in partnership with the University of the West
of England. From the very start, children,
teachers, curricula advisors and national
environmental education programmes have
all been involved in the design of ARKive, to
develop and maximise its full potential as an
educational resource.

ARKive is being developed in close
association with the World Wide Fund for
Nature WWD, the World Conseruation
Monitodng Centre WCMC), the Wildlife
Trusts, the Natural History Museum, the
University of the West of England (UWE) as
well as the BBC and United Wildlife (the
amalgamation of Suruival and Partridge
Films).

ARKive's images will complement other text-
based resources - in particular the National
Biodiversity Network. Appropriate links are
being developed between the two initiatives.
The ARKive website will act as a centralised
gateway into other specialist sources of
natural history and biodiversity information.

Harriet Nimmo, ARKive Development
Officer. Tel: 0117 9096303
e-mail : harriet. nimmo @ wildscreen.orq. uk.
http://www.arkive.org.uk or http://www. at-
bristol.org.uk



Advertising and finding biological records on the web -
data catalogues and metadata

Requirements for a biodiversity data
catalogue
The purpose of this paper is to explore bdefly
the traditional barriers that face the
exchange of information between
organisations and people with an interest in
biodiversity. ln addition, an approach or
partial remedy to the problem will be looked
at, and a cogent example of the approach in
practice explored.

There is a strong tradition of biological
recording in the UK, and a wealth of data
exist in various forms covering the variety of
taxa and ecosystems represented by
national resources of biodiversity. The UK
has many commitments under International
conventions and European directives to
undertake suitable measures to ensure the
conservation of these resources. These
commitments require the UK to base such
action on the best information available.
Indeed, with regard to decisions that affect
our natural heritage.

information that has been collected by
different methods, collated using
incompatible formats and stored using a
variety of mechanisms and media. The
former issue is the topic of this paper, and
the latter will be addressed by other papers
presented (Stuart Ball will be looking at
collection standards and Charles Copp will
address trans'f er standards).

It is timely that we are today faced with a
global network that is accessible to
everyone. The Internet has presented us
with an opportunity to overcome many of the
problems previously associated with data
exchange. lt provides us with global
standards for data formats and transfer
mechanisms. Many of these standards are
principles of common and co-operative data
formats that are relatively simple, and enable
us to share information with a global
perspective.

To this end, in 1997 the UK Government's
advisors on national and international nature

Conservation Committee, undertook to
devise a national 'lndex'of Biodiversity Data
sources on behalf of the National Biodiversity
Network (NBN). The NBN INDEX would
draw on existing initialives around the globe
and within the UK to present a central
catalogue or 'index' of data sources of
relevance to UK biodiversity issues. In order
to be able to provide such a service, it was
first necessary to be able to describe the
sources of information in a coherent and
'standard' way. To do this, a 'model' set of
information was designed that enabled the
collec{ion of information about data and
information sources (metadata). The
metadata model resulted from a review of
over twenty international and national
metadata schemes, and formed the basis of

It has long been recognised that awareness
of what data exist and access to them has
been a more pressing issue in the UK than
their quantity.

So if data of sufficient quality and quantity
exist why does so little data exchange occur
and how €n we remedy this situation?

Data awareness and accessibility
The first part of the problem is the
awareness of existing data. We are often
aware of only those data sources to which
we contribute or have had dealings with in
the past. There is at present no central
'catalogue'of all existing data of relevance to
biodiversity. The second part of the problem
is due to the heterogeneous nature of

conservation issues, the Joint Nature
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the development of the data model that is at
the heart of the NBN INDEX.

The NBN INDEX of datasources
The main objectMe was to devise a core set
of information that could describe sources of
information in such a way that would enable
people to quickly locate those data of interest
and identify by whom they were owned,
collected and from whom they were available
and in what formats. In describing the
accessibility of data, the INDEX, importantly,
reflects issues such as security, copyright,
usage restrictions and cost.

Once the data model was designed, it was
supported by data entry software that
enabled a number of the NBN Partner
organisations to input a tdal selection of
metadata describing some of their own
information holdings. The system was then
made available on the W\AIW on a tdal basis
during 1 998 (http :/Anww.nmw.ac.uk/nbn).

The database storing the metadata records
is linked to the standard NBN dictionaries for
species, biotopes and administrative areas.
This enables standard terms to be used to
'key word'the data. A general key word list
was incorporated from the European
Environment Agencies'GEMET' thesaurus,
further facilitating the compatibility of data
between similar schemes.

lnformation sources entered into the INDEX
can be described in terms of their content,
purpose, ownership and coverage. The
WWW interface enables searching and rapid
location of entries. Furthermore, the entries
can be linked to online sources of further
information. This enables the user to locate a
data source in the INDEX and navigate to
another location on the web to read more
about the data, navigate an online
representation of the data or even download
data or contact via email those responsible
for the data. The INDEX serves therefore as
a co-ordinating central repository of
information about sources of information,
enabling the actual data to be held and
managed locally by the organisation directly
responsible for the source.

Responsibilities and opportunities for
data holders
Of course the system requires commitment
from data owners to make available
information about their data holdings. lt does
not require that these data be available
online or even in any electronic format. The
objective is to solve the basic problem of
awareness of the exislence of data. This is
seen as an essential first step to co-
operation and data exchange.

There are many opportunities provided by
the NBN INDEX for holders of data. They
mn benefit from the development of a
central index for advertisement of their data
that can provide direct links back to web
sites they manage or by traditional
mechanisms through Post and
telecommunications. This obviates the need
for them to have a sophisticated online index
of their own, and provides them with high
profile advertisement of their data resources.

They are thereby more free to concentrate
on the development of access protocols,
common storage formats and providing
online access to their resources.

A standard for HTML
The NBN metadata standard at the heart of
the INDEX also forms a basis for a standard
to enable web page authors to 'mark-up'

their web pages with NBN specific metadata.
The use of metadata in HTML (Hypertext
Mark-up Language: the language used to
write web pages) is latent at present, but
plays an increasingly important role in
providing indexes of content across the
Internet. The WWW is typified by a wealth ot
information matched by the increasing
difficulty in locating specific sources, and in
that way is analogous to biological records.
This is addressed on the lnternet by the
provision of search engines and automated
robots that index pages located across the
Internet. These programmes visit pages and
read their content and specifically the
embedded metadata that should describe
their contents and provenance. The NBN
metadata model offers a prototype standard
for marking pages with metadata specific to
the NBN in a flexible and extensible way.
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This standard is beyond the scope of this
paper, but does fit in with the XML standards
discussed by Charles Copp in his paper. The
principle is that pages employing the NBN
metadata standard could be indexed
automatically by an NBN programme to
update the central INDEX.

What technology is required?
At the very least, no technology is required.
NBN INDEX entries can be submitted on
paper by filling in a standard proforma
(available from the NBN). INDEX entries can
also be submitted electronically using the
data entry software (also available from the
NBN). This software requires Microsoft
Access and MS Windows 9x and the
specification of computer that implies!

NBN metadata can be entered onto any web
page using a standard text editor, standard
web page authoring software or specialised
'metataggi ng' software.

What are the beneftts?
As we have seen, the main objective of this
project is to address the advertisement of
information sources. Properly resourced, it
will enable policy users, who are charged
with the implementation of suitable
legislation and management practices, to
base their decisions on the 'best data'. lt will
enable data collectors to ensure that they are
collec'ting data that are required (not already
available), and enable gaps in information to
be recognised and addressed. lt will also
enable data holders to establish acceptable

I gather, from reading your Chairman's report
in an earlier NFBR newsletter, that we may
have given the external impression that
biological recording was dead in Cornwall, or
at least moribund. This impression was not
intentional and I should like to bring you up-
to-date with an outline of the changes thal
have occurred in order to conect this
impression, and in doing so assure you that
biological recording here remains alive and
well.

and co-operative access practices for their
data, to ensure that the 'best-use' is made of
all existing data.

The system is not 'owned' by anY one
organisation and should continue to be
developed with a spirit of common
ownership. This will enable resources to be

accessible centrally by a common
advertising mechanisn whilst preserving
their local ownership and maintenance. This
should achieve a low cost and low
maintenance and therefore an achievable
mechanism by which all with an interest in
biodiversity can locate information of
relevance.

George Boobyer
Augur lnformation Systems, The Old Stable,
10 Stocks Hill, Castor, Peterborough

Note: The views expressed in this paper are
those of the author and NOT necessarily
those of the NBN. For further information
about the NBN and the INDEX pilot, please
contact:
Dr Paul Rose JNCC Monkstone House, City
Road, Peterborough PE1 1JY or
Email nbn@jncc.gov.uk or visit the NBN
web site http://www.nbn.org.uk
From 1 January 1999 more information
about metatagging in general will be
availaHefrom:
http ://\www.au gnet.com

The author can be contacted at
qeorge@auonet.com

As you will know, the old CBRU did indeed
suffer sudden total withdrawal of all its
funding as a separate institution, despite its
flourishing biological activity and locally
much respected status, purpose and
achievements. EffectMely, the CBRU and its
records (more than a million entries) was
merged with the Cornwall Wildlife Trust.
Consequently, the CWT takes on the role of
the record-holding organization for Cornwall
and a new unit has been formed within it

Cornwall And The lsles Of Scilly Federation Of Biological Recorders
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specifically for this purpose the
Environmental Records Gentre for Cornwall
and the lsles of Scilly.

Meanwhile many of the volunteers who had
been attached to the old CBRU, mostly
themselves professional biologists who did
the recording, saw a role that a separate and
independent organization could additionally
achieve in continuing to stimulate onward
record collection activity, specialist
taxonomic verification of matedal,
interpretation of data and the production of
authenticated specialist check-lists and
atlases. All this, we have felt, will serve the
county well in terms of the professional
quality of data which continues to be input
and held. This organization is called the
CISFBR (as expanded above).

To do this, some of the specialists also hold
their own databases (like the main records,
on a system called ERICA developed by

Study days organized for 1 999:
Booking contact: Pamela E Tompsett ERCCIS, Conservation Officer, CWT, Five Acres, Allet,
Truro TR9 4DJ Tel. 01872-273939

them at the old CBRU), which are of great
practicalvalue as working copies. But these,
do not, of course, replace the need for the
vital onward role of the Records Centre at
the CWT as the central long-term repository
and focus for all of this information in
permanent and authenticated form within the
county.

lndeed, the two organizalion's roles are
evolving together in a spirit of close
coltaboration and support. The
independence of the record gathedng role
gives strength to the issues of the
conservation application of that collected
data and added credibility to the use of that
data within and beyond the county.

Dr C.N.Page
Chairman, Cornwalland the lsles of Scilly
Federation of Biological Recorders

Rosaline MurphyBotanical Spring Meeting
Theme

Elms in Cornwall
(Main speaker -Colin

Camborne School of Mines
(University of Exeter), Pool,
Redruth

Wednesday
31 March 1999
10.00 - 4.00

Chyvarloe Base Camp, nr
Helston, The Lizard
sw 653 235

Saturday
5 June 1999
9.30 - 4.00

Coastal Plants -
identification challenges
Study day

Padstow Social Club &
Stepper Point
sw 9187il

Sunday
27 June 1999
10.00 - 4.00
Tuesday
29 June1999
09.00 - 4.30

Specialist
presentations
habitats, species,
etc.

Conference
Cornwallin a European
context- habitats and

Council Chamber, County
Hall, Truro

Rosaline Murphy,
Mary Atkinson &
lan Bennallick

21 July 1999
10.00 - 4.00

In 1998 the following workshops were
organized through ERCCIS and all were fully
subscribed:
. Grasses identification study day
. Introduction to the identification of fungi

and lichens
. Willow herbs and their hybrids

. Targeted bird recording

. Conifers - from a world to Cornish
perspective

The theme of the 1998 conference was:
RECORDING BIODIVERSITY 1998 -
highlighting species for recording and
research
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Biological Recording in Shropshire, VC40

ln November 1998 the Shropshire Botanical
Society was launched as an independent
organisation, after 23 years of being under
the umbrella of the Shropshire Wildlife Trust.
We have some 80 members, most of whom
turned out to hear Professor Clive Stace give
a talk on hybddisation in the British flora -

which was an excellent start for a new
naturalists' group. ln fact, the Society is more
than just a flora proiect, we have a general
recording scheme and effectively operate as
the county's computerised record centre,
with the support of the various museums and
conservation organisations.

The Shropshire database currently contains
over 300,000 biological records, using the
JNCC's Recorder sttware. This includes not
just the vascular plant data, but also the
records for bryophytes, Odonata, mammals,
many bird species and numerous other taxa,
as the information becomes available. We
also have information on some 5,000 sites,
although a large proportion of the data,
padicularly for the more common species, is
by grid square. Our histodcal research
includes some records dating back to Roman
times, but mostly - thank goodness ' the
information is more up{o-date than that.

Enquiries are welcomed. In counties without
an established local records centre or any
general naturalist sociely, it is very
demanding to keep in contact with the
numerous recording groups, but even when
we do not have the most uP-to-date
information for one particular group, we can
at least direct the enquirer to a more suitable
source. We do not generally levy a charge
and, if we are given enough warning, we do
our best to arrange our summer field
meetings in locations where the information
may be most useful - in a new nature
reserve, next year, for examPle. Our
philosophy is to encourage the collection and
dissemination of good quality information
instead, so we prefer to work closely with
consultants and other professional ecologists
to assist them in their work, on the
understanding that we will receive good,
validated records in relurn. lt is probably fair
to say that it costs between €1 and e5 to
collect a single biological record in the field,
but only about 10p to computerise it, so there
is some sofi of logic to this approach.

It would be interesting to have some
discussion in the NFBR newsletter on the
logistics of collecting data from consultants
and organisations. We find that they range
from very good to distinctly dodgy, and it can
be difficult to predict which will be which.
English Nature is, on the whole, our closest
paflner but hopefully they willforgive us if we
point out that even they occasionally produce
a less than perfect survey. The only
organisation which we have completely failed
to impress is the Forestry Commission, who
maintain that their biological records must be
kept secret - even when they are collected at
the public's expense. Consultants vary, and it
is surprising to find that some of them,
including some of the largest companies
around, seem to have no idea how to work
with the voluntary recording community and,
as a result, produce rather poorer reports
than they need to. However, it is undoubtedly
the local small consultancies which are our
biggest source of information.

Another interesting thing for the NFBR to
explore would be the nature of the various
information-providers around Britain. The
grant-funded local records centres seem to
dominate the newsletter but, with the
experience of having worked in many parts
of the country, it seems that voluntary
schemes like ours are at least as likely to be
worth consulting. Perhaps it would be useful
to have a directory, because there must be
lots of instances in which surveyors fail to
identify local sources of information.

The Shropshire Botanical Society produces a
newsletter twice a Ye.rr, occasional
publications on the ecology of the county,
and holds regular field meetings during the
summer. We welcome "corporate" members
and, because of our informal way of
providing information, we tend to be more
helpful to those with whom we've had
dealings before. lf anyone reading this
newsletter would like to know more about the
Society or has an interest in the ecology of
the county, please get in touch.

Enquiries should be addressed to:
Alex Lockton, 66 North Street, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire, SY1 2JL, Tel: 01743 343789
email: alex@wltild.icom-web.com.
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Using GIS for Environmental and Biological Records: A Brief Tour

Tena qer;ialises in providing environmental
information consultancy, habital resource
irventories, monitoring and GlS. GIS is used
for day to day work and GIS-related projects
have been completed for a variety of clients
inch^ding English Nature, Countryside
Commission, Local Authorities and the
European Environment Agency.

What are GIS?
Geographic lnformation Systems (GlS) are
software and hardware tools and the
information within them. Their 'size' and
mode of implementation vary greatly from
single-user PC desktop systems to large
corporate enterprise-based systems. GIS
are also now deployable across intranets
and the internet.

GIS are effectively spatial database systems
that hold attribute data like conventional
databases, but additionally they provide
means of creating, displaying and querying
spatialobjects.

Spatialdata objects:
. Points - have a position in space but no

area
. Lines - have a vector in space but no

area
. Regions - have positionJboundaries in

space and areas
. Grids - hold arrays of values in a spatial

framework or 'surface'
. Geo-referenced rasters - 'bitmap picture'

located in space

ln a GIS attribute, data can be attached to or
overlaid with these spatial objects to enable
geographic display and analysis.

How do GIS help us?
Most environmental records have spatial
attributes. For conservation assessment,
reporting and monitoring, we need to know
what, when and where. GIS can help us by
providing tools for spatial data management
including:
o Data capture - from a variety of sources

- maps, satellite and airborne remote
sensing, radar, aerial photography,
direct-keying, automatic logging, GPS

. Data integration and comparison -
species data, land cover data, vegetation
data, ecological unils, administrative
units, re-classification

. Data storage and maintenance - digital
map management, version control,

editing control, added security, ease of
dissemination

. Data quality - error tracing, edge
matchi ng, geo-ref erencing.

Applications of GIS
Much of the original development of GIS
technology was for environmental
applications and consequently GIS are used
in a vast range of applications. The
presentation concentrated on four examples:

Data integration and mapping
One of the most useful features of GIS are
their ability to help integrate different data.
Various datasets can be brought together by
using layers in the GlS, with each layer
representing different information. In the
case of management planning, we have
used GIS to analyse information gathered
from site, and produced a series of related
site maps in common formats. Aerial
photographs can be geo-referenced
(positioned in space by use of ground control
points) and viewed in the GlS. These can be
used to accurately map features visible on
the air photo, but which are not present on
topographic maps. Air photos can also be
used as a backdrop to overlay other
information such as site boundaries. Other
data such as vegetation type, position of
quadrats or dip-wells etc. can also be added
in different layers. Once data are re-captured
in the GlS, the software can be used to
measure characteristics such as position,
lengh and area. Such statistics are useful for
calculating management inputs or survey
effod. In the GIS they can be measured
quickly and are reproducible.

Data capture and management
As mentioned above, data can be captured
from sources such as air photos. CIher
ways of capturing data include any mapped
records and remote-sensing data. GIS
provide powerful tools for record checking.
Because they allow the exploration of spatial
relationships, point distribution data, for
example, can be cross checked with other
data for positional accuracy. Many
environmental records have errors in map
references, and GIS can be used to check
that they fall within the correct geographic
areas. ln the case of line-based or area-
based mapped dala, for example field survey
maps, GIS can be used to check for edge
areas and logical consistency. Because GIS
are powerful database systems, they also
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provide means for managing data. Maps
held within GIS are more secure than paper'
based ones, and it is possible for system
managers to keep map-bases accurate and
up to date. Maps and their associated data
cin be easily archived, for example onto CD.
GIS can also save time ' it can be much
quicker to find and access a maP on a
computer terminal than in a map cabinet in
another building - particularly if someone
else has borrowed the maP!

Mapping and repofting change

Because GIS provide tools for measuring
spatial data, they are valuable aids to
monitoring projects. The National Parks have
used air-photo-based data to monitor and
record vegetation change. Maps were
prepared for ditferent points in time, and GIS
used to measure the change in habitat
areas. The GIS thereby provided illustrative
maps and measures of change derived from
statistical analysis. GIS were also used in
this way for analysing and measuring
changes recorded by the Countryside
Survey. By using a common map-base, GIS
generated maps can provide a common
format for reporting change, and thus reduce
variation introduced by using different
mapping bases.

Data manipulation and repoiling
Because data within a GIS can be combined
by means of a common spatialframework (a
co-ordinate system and a projection), they
can be analysed and repofted within different
spatial units. For example, species
observation data may be recorded with a
'random' area based upon the ranges of
recorders, rather than political or
administrative boundaries. Within a GlS,
these data could be recorded in terms of
counts within parishes, districts, counties or
biogeographic regions according to need. ln
a similar fashion, data can be re-classified by
re-naming categories, aggregating them or
dividing them. Using the example of
vegetation mapping (see Figure 1), an NVC
vegetation map can be converted into a
habitat map by reclassifying NVC polygons
into habitat types. The GIS can then be used
to thematically map these habitats to provide
a more easily recognisable and
understandable map. lf this needs to be
refined or colours or lines styles changed,
GIS provides the ease of electronic editing in
the same way that a word Processor
provides for writing reports.

Pros and cons of using GIS

Because they offer such powerful tools, GIS
provide challenges as well as soltttions.

Some advantages of using GIS:
. Offer a vast range of tools for spatial

data creation, management, analysis
and reporting

. Can help organisations work more
eff iciently and eff ectivelY

. Can enable organisations to do new
things

. Can improve productivity - particularly in
map access and automation

. Provide possible cost savings - map
copies, staff time, cost sharing

. lmprove data security - reduce risk of
toss, make backup easy, improve control
over copyrighVconf identialitY

. lmprove communication - make data
more readily accessible, provide higher
quality maps, offer standardisation and
el ect ronic comm unication.

Some disadvantages of using GIS:
. Hardware and software purchase can be

costly
. Data acquisition, map-bases and data

can be up to 80% of total costs
. Additional staff training can be needed,

more highly trained staff may require
higher salaries

. Can cause/initiate change in the
organisations adopting them. This may
mean changing roles and working
practice for staff .

Some wider impacts of using GlS, they:
o Generate the need for systematic geo-

referencing of data
. Encourage awareness about the need

for data standards
. Can facilitate data sharing
. Often increase transparency in working
. Give staff more analyticalcapability
. Enable organisations to add value to

their services and/or Provide new
functions.

Conclusions
Environmental and biological records have
spatial characteristics. lt is therefore vital that
their geographic characteristics are recorded
and understood. GIS can helP us bY
providing a wide range of tools for managing
spatial data and discovedng trends and
relationships in our data. GIS implementation
may be a single desktop licence or a large
corporate system, with every level in-
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between. Careful thought is needed before
adoption across whole depafiments or
organisations, and many organisations have
therefore been reluctant to adopt GlS.
However, GIS are also software tools, like
conventional spreadsheets or databases,
and they can be usefully adopted by
individuals or small departments without
'corporate'adoption. On this basis, it is best
just to get stuck in and start using GlS.

Like all information systems, GIS rely upon
the quality and availability of data within
them. Quality spatial and spatially-related
environmental data should be our goals. lf
we get that right, then it will be possible to
develop useful and effective Geographical
Information Systems.

Dominic Tantram - Terra Environmental
Consultancy Tellfax: 01604 882 673
Email : terra@ dial.pipex.com

JNCC has started to build a new, Windows-
based repfacemenl tor Recorder. We want
the software to:
. allow naturalists to enter their

observations to the standards needed by
the NBN and enable them to exchange
information with each other, local records
centres and survey or monitoring
schemes

. allow record centre and recording
schemes to collate and manage site,
species and habitat dala sets and apply
NBN standards to verify and catalogue
them;

. include tools and instructions that will
allow individual naturalists and
organisations to add new modules to
Recorder. This will enable customisation
of the new software and allow new
survey methods we havent even thought
of yet to be incorporated!

The programming contractor is Dorset
Software Services Ltd., based in Poole. They
plan to use the technique of Rapid
Application Development - a way of making
sure that the software they design is what
the users need, by getting feedback from
them during the development of the product.
This will be done in steps to a tight timetable,
so it's absolutely essential that feedback is
delivered within the set deadlines. To
manage this process, JNCC is funding a co-
ordinator in each of two local record centres
(Somerset Environmental Record Centre and
the Centre for Environmental Data and
Recording in Belfast). They have each set up
a small team of statf and volunteers to test
the developing software within the deadlines
and the co-ordinators themselves form part
of the design team.

However, we know that many of you will also
be very interested in the final form the
software takes and will want to have your
say. And of course, the wider the range of

Recorder 2000: have your say!
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taxonomic groups and recording methods
the software is tested on, the better. JNCC is
therefore making the prototypes and test
versions available on the NBN website.
Anyone can download and test the products
and give us the benefit of their views. So if
you want to make your voice heard, just
make sure you respond by the advefiised
deadlines and your views will carry equal
weight.

The address from which to download the
current prototype is:
www. nbn.org. uUprojectJrec200O/download.
htm.

We have established a system by which
people who would like to be involved can
"regisle/'their email address. This is added
to a mailing list and, whenever a new test
version becomes available, we will inform all
those on this list. To register, visit
www. nbn.org. uUprojectdrec2000/register. ht
m and fill in the simple form.

To take part, you will need:
o a suitable PC running a 32-bit Windows

operating system (Windows 95, 98 or
NT)

. access to email and the NBN website.

. The prototypes so far require about
1.Smb of disk space

Timetable:
. Prototypes for testing and comment will

be available January - March 1999
. Testing (checking how well it works and

looking for bugs) will follow from June -
August 1999

. Delivery of the final product is expected
in November 1999

For information, progress reports, news and
discussion about the development keep an
eye on the NBN website at
www. nbn.orq. uUproiectdrec2000.

Dr Stuaft Ball, JNCC



NATIONAL FEDERATION FOR BIOLOGICAL RECORDING

Aooendix 1: lncome and Expenditure for vears endinq 31st December 1996
and 1997

lncome
Subscriptions
Conference income
Bank interest
Sale of publications

Totalincome

Expenditure
Admin expenses (stationery/postage/tel.)
Newsletter costs
Conference expenditure
Council meeting and travel costs
Special expense towards NBN Secretariat
Liabilities to creditors from previous years

Total expenditure

Surplus of income over expenditure

Assets - on deposit at bank
- in current account at bank

Liabilities - specialexpensesNBN Secretariat
- conference costs
- payments not cleared by close

of year

e
e
e
e
e

1996

21,242.OO
e1,156.00
e 55.55
e 70.50

82,524.05

74.86
362.02
727.87_

221.90

e1,386.65

81,137.40

e2,075.60
81,735.73

e3,811.33

e
e

e 458.85

t 458.85

€3,352.48

92,215.08
t1,137.40

1997

e1,209.00
2'�1,472.00
e 93.38
I

22,774.91

e 286.58
e 193.48
e1,300.171
e 63.20
e 500.00
t

82,242.43

e $0.95

e2,149.95
€3.328.48

t5,478.43

e
el, 95.001

e

el,695.00

[3,783.43

[3,352.48
e €0.95

83,784.43

Balance sheet as at 31"t December 1996 and 31"t December 1997

Total assets

Brought forward from previous year
plus surplus

Garried fonrard f:3,952.8

t Notes: this includes f1,195.00 paid out after the close of year for conference costs
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